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Several sets o£ data and interpretations of data have recently played a

role in the "low-level radiation controversy", some tending to indicate that

low-level radiation is "more hazardous than thought", others indicating that

it is less hazardous. Some of these sets of data are discussed in the

following sections:

2. The Reports-of Bross, Mancuso, Stewart and
Kneale, arid Najarian

3. The Neutron Hazard, T-65 Hiroshima Data

4. : Recent rReevaluation-:of^

5. The Utah-Fallout; the "Hatch! Bill"

6.. The BEIR III Report

7. Rornesis . '.. •

8- "Negative" Mouse Genetic Studies
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The overall conclusion is that none of these reports, individually or

collectively, changes appreciably or even significantly the evaluations of

possible low-level radiation effects that have been made by the several

authoritative national and international groups referred to below.

It should not be assumed from any of the discussion, however, that

"lew-level" radiation exposure is harmless, even though the risk may be small

( i . e . , a risk no larger than about 10"^ of cancer and/or genetic effects, for

a 1 rem exposure)« In simple cell systems in which extraordinarily large

numbers of cells exposed to low-level radiation can be scored for genetic or

transformational change, a linear dose-response relationship is seen down to

the miilirad range. This particularly for high-LET radiations, such as fast

neutrons. Thus, even though no such effects have been demonstrated in human

beings exposed at these low levels, the cautious assumption made by all

authoritative national and internal review groups remains justified, namely of
• •

to these low doses (and at higher doses, but only for low dose

and a substantially greater effect/rad of high-vs. low-LET radiation.

2. The Reports; of--3rossy Mancusd, Stewart and Krieale, arid Najarian^

Several recent reports (Bross[1]; Mancuso, Stewart and Kneale [2]; and

Najarian [3]-) have been interpreted by some people to indicate that the

commonly employed risk estimates, which are based on the UNSCEAR and BEIR

Committee Reports (4, 5), underestimates the risk of radiation at all levels.

This section was abs t rac ted in par t from Hamilton, L. D. , Areas of
Uncertainty in Estimates of Health Rislc. In: the Proceedings of the
Symposium on;Energy and Human Health, P i t t sburgh , PA, March71979.
U. S. Environmental P r o t e c t i o n Agency, Washington, DC, 20460; 1979. Par t
was taken from i b i d . , Aff idavi t^ Atomic ISaf ety^andl LicensingTBoard, USNRC.
Houston Lighting and Power Co., Docket No. 50-466, 12/18/80.

-.7' •<•;;!;;: •<«! <n ••/tp'jMw.-:*
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They especially emphasize that the "linear, no threshold hypothesis" (that the

risk per unit dose as derived by linear "extrapolation" from available data at

high levels of radiation dose holds all the way down to zero excess incidence

and dose) is not sufficiently conservative in estimating risk at low doses but

rathis underestitaates it (see Fig. 1).

3ross believes he has identified subgroups in the population which are

especially sensitive to radiation damage. His belief derives from his

analysis of the Tri-State Leukemia Survey, wherein he studied an association

between some "indicators of susceptibility" (viral infections, bacterial

infections, and•allergy) shown by the leukemic child from birth until

diagnosis of leukemia. He concluded "the apparently harmful effects of

antenatal irradiation are greatly increased in certain susceptible subgroups

iof children possessing the indicators associated with a slightly higher

intrinsic risk of leukemia." However, reanalysis (6) of his findings shows -

that children with leukemia are simply more prone to viral and bacterial

infections and allergies before the clinical onset of the disease, i.e., these

indicators: characterize the disease, itself ̂ and^o^^

inherent susceptibility to leukemia. The incidence of these diseases as part

of the pre-leukemia phase of leukemia in children is well known in clinical

henatology. Analysis of Bross' data shows that the incidence of these

indicator diseases before the clinical onset of leukemia is the same in

children who had received no irradiation in utero as in those who had. The

hypothesis of Bross, that there is a susceptible portion of the population at

higher risk of leukemia:, has also been challenged on the grounds that Bross1

methods yield no way to identify susceptible individuals ahead of time and so

no way to test his thesis (7).
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Fig. 1. Schematic curves of incidence vs. absorbed dose. The curved
solid line for high absorbed doses and high dose rates (curve, A) is the
radiobiologically "true11 curve. The "linear, no threshold hypothesis '
clashed line (curve B) was fitted to the A Indicated ^experimental^
points and the origin.] Slope «i indicates the essentially-linear
portion of curve A at low doses. The dashed curve C, marked "l.ow dose
Jrate," slope ai?x> represents experimental high-dose data obtained at
low-dose rates/ This experimental low-dose-rate curve may, in principle,
livery low-dose rates, approach or become iindistinguishable from the
extension of the solid curve of slope otj, the dashed curve ,U labeled
"limiting slope for low dose rate." (From Refs. 20 and 28).
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More recently, Bross has suggested that the relatively small radiation

exposures from diagnostic x-rays in adults significantly increases the risk, of

leukemia (8), It appears that Bross assumes, in coming to this conclusion,

that in the absence of diagnostic x-rays, the incidence of heart disease and

leukemia is zero (8, 9), Were this not the case the fact that the

"dose-response" curves of adults exposed to diagnostic x-rays are flat below

10 rad exposure would suggest a threshold. Indeed, a more conventional

relative risk analysis (9) found little or no increase in risk of leukemia

from a small number of diagnostic x-rays. Bross also assumes here that

relative risks are fixed and that the percentage of the population affected

varies with dose, i.e., the basic response variable is the proportion of the

irradiated population affected by radiation. Conventional relative risk

analyses assume that everyone is affected and that the relative risks vary

with dose. The improvement made by Bross et al.'s approach is unclear. The

position taken here by Bross appears to be at odds with his earlier paper, in

which he postulated the existence of a sensitive subgroup of fixed size whose

relative risk of leukemia increased rapidly with increasing x-ray dose.

Finally, one should note that the leukemia risk (or "percent affected")

does increase dramatically in males (females appear to be unaffected) after

large numbers of diagnostic x-rays. However, the cause-effect relationship is

uncertain in that large numbers of diagnostic x-rays— ~ 40 or more within 10

years— implies the presence of a disease state perhaps deriving from heart

disease or a preleukemic sensitivity to infections.

Mancuso, Stewart, and Kneale (2) have reported preliminary findings on

the work and survival experience of 24,939 male workers with 3,520 certified

deaths and of an unspecified number of female workers with 412 certified
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deaths at the Hanford Works, Richland, Washington, between 1943 and 1971. The

preliminary report, largely limited to analysis of data on the 3,520 male

deaths for which death certificates were available, claim to demonstrate a

radiation-induced excess of cancers, greater than linear models would

indicate. Their analysis has been widely criticized. Their report does not

state the actual individual doses received by Hanford workers who died of

cancer, only mean cumulative radiation doses. Besides, their study did not

take into account the calendar year in which the cancer began and made no

correction for the fact that the incidence of the cancers they were observing

in the Hanford workers also increased during the period of the study in the

population at large. Thus, Table 11 in their publication, showing an increase

in cancer with increasing dose accumulated over increasing time, fails to take

into account that even in the absence of the increasing dose of radiation,

there is a similar increase in cancers they were finding in the U.S. as a

whole when plotted against increasing time. Other analyses of the same data

published by Marks et al. (11) and by Hutchison et al. (12) point to the

possibility of an association with the work experience for two cancer types:

cancer of the pancreas and multiple myeloma (multiple myeloma in whites is

increasing in the U.S. for no known reasons). There is no reported radiation

relationship for lymphatic or haemopoietic cancers other than myeloma, i.e.,

no excess of leukenias (which previous experience suggests should have been

most observable where radiation is a factor).

Since the specified radiation doses were very small, perhaps on the order

of a few rads, the cancer-doubling estimates found in the Mancuso, Stewart,

and Kneale paper have been strongly disputed. If the postulated small dose

actually caused a doubling of the spontaneous rate of cancers, then background
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radiation would produce raore than the numbers of cancer observed in the

population. It therefore appears that if these doubling doses are correct,

something other than radiation was the cause of the observed cancers. In the

light of these criticisms, Mancuso eL a l . now appear to have modified their

estimates of doubling doses and are quoting doubling doses of 2-150 rem.

Najarian and Colton (3) estimated that since the Portsmouth Naval

Shipyard (?NS) in New England began to service nuclear-powered ships in 1959,

20,000 people were employed there, of whom about 20% were exposed to

radiation. From a search of death certificates 1959-77, 1,450 former PNS

employees who had died below age 80 were identified in New Hampshire, Maine,

and Massachusetts. To ascertain whether these ex-employees were

radiation-exposed workers, attempts were made to contact near relatives by

telephone. This was successful in 525 cases and i t was established that 146

were probably exposed to radiation during their working l i f e .

The authors show that, compared with mortality in U.S. white males for

1973, the observed numbers of cancers and leukemias were considerably greater

than those expected: for example ,56 , jwm^r Jea tha sejft; feg^ in j | | a t h

certificates of 146 ex-workers exposed to radiation; only 34.5 were expected.

In non-exposed workers there were 88 cancers; 79.7 were expected. For

ieukemias there-were 6 in the former radiation workers; only 1.1 were

expected. ' ''_;; ....̂ .." ._.".::;.:/.. J:.1.L.^...:J^I:.-.::::/....::•:..: ;.; ..::;: '. :"

Najarian and Colton l is ted some inadequacies in their survey. I t

was an analysis of deaths only; no information was available on the total

population at r i sk . There could be a bias in the information supplied by

rela t ives . They had no information on how long workers worked at the

shipyard, how long nuclear workers were exposed to radiation, and the amounts
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of radiation they received. Consideration was not given to other toxic

agents, such as asbestos, smoking, industrial solvents which could have acted

alone or synergistically with radiation to cause the apparent excess deaths

from cancer and leukemia.

There are other inadequacies in this survey. To exclude some of the

effects of other carcinogens;y one must show that cancer frequencies increase

with increasing radiation exposure, but knowledge of the lifetime accumulated

doses of the former employees was not available. More importantly, if the

radiation work at PNS began only in 1959, it is unlikely that changes in

overall cancer frequency induced by radiation would appear before at least

10 years after exposure, or after^5 yearsr,for leukemia, thesei^being, roughly

minimum latent periods for cancer Induct ion. The data given in Najariari and

Colton can be divided into deaths during the periods from 1959-69, when

radiation effects would not be expected to appear, and 1970-77, when effects

might be expected. In 585 death certificates of persons who died between

1959-69, 24.6% had cancer listed as. the cause of death. Considering the 33

radiation-exposed workers who died during this period, 13 or 39.4%: of the

deaths were recorded as due to cancer. In 865 death certificates 1970-77,

25.7% had cancer as the cause of death; hence there wasno significant

difference between ^percentage of cancer deaths between the two periods for

all workers. For the 113 radiation-exposed workers, 43 or 38.1%-of deaths in

the later period were due to cancer--no more than in the earlier period

(39.4%).
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The absence of any apparent latent period effect casts doubt on

conclusions about the contribution of radiation to the curiously high numbers

of cancer deaths among the radiation workers (13).

In the meanwhile, NIOSH made available to Drs. Najarian and Colton

radiation expoure data supplied by the U.S. Navy. On February 2, 1979, at a

symposium sponsored by the Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, Baltimore,

Maryland, Drs. Najarian and Colton introduced these radiation exposures into

their PNS Study. At this time, they announced that in contrast with the

original Lancet data, where 6 leukemia deaths were observed instead of 1.1

expected, it was found that tso of the cases of leukemia had no: history of

radiation exposure. One had less than 0.1 rem, which is what one receives

after one year's natural background. One received 15 rem, one 5 rem, and one

"not remembered"—probably less than 5 rem. The number of leukemias is now 3

instead of 1.1 expected. For all cancers the new data are:
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EXPOSURE

Less than 0.1 rim

From 0.1 to 0.99

Greater than 1

''"NUMBER

64

5°
49

CANCERS

OBSERVED

17

16

X9

EXPECTED

13.5

10.5

10.2

RATIO

1.26

1.53

1.53

No exposure 358 92 7.49 1.24

Chi-square test shows no significant different in the ratio among the

exposed levels at p = 0.10. Cochran's chi-square test for a linear

regression, which considers that the ratip's~:inc¥ea'ŝ îrî -'the"i''"ekpect;ed"--dlr.ection

shows no statistical significance at p = 0.05 but is_significant at p = 0.10.

Verification of these data is needed.

A tentative list of chemical and physical agents probably present at

the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard during the past 25 years includes over 40

potentially harmful chemicals. Comparison of the list with Table 6, taken

from Table 25: Common Occupational Carcinogens from Health and Work in

America: A Chart Booky American Public Health Association, Washington, DC,

1975, underscores the difficultyin:* assessing"the effects of low levels of

radiation in this worker population.

The final report of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,

Public Health Service Centers for Disease Control, National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSHj's Epidemiologic Study of Civilian

Employees at the Portsmouth Naval Shipyard (PNS), based on a total cohort of

24,545 civilian white males employed at PNS between January 1, 1952 and

3 Personal conversation (to L. D. Hamilton): R. D. Zumwalde.
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August 15, 1977 is now available. The report found no excess of deaths due to

malignant neoplasms and due specifically to neoplasm of the blood and

blood-forming" tissue in civilian workers at PNS. "This N10SH study had over a

99% probability of detecting the 5-fold increased risk of death due to

leukemia reported by Najarian et al., among radiation exposed employees at PNS

if it had existed. Furthermore, had the true relative-risk of death from

leukemia been 2.2, the likelihood of detecting such a risk would still have"

kbeen 80%. However, when observed leukemia deaths at the shipyard were ~

compared with expected deaths, derived from the United States white male

population rates; noexcessi was found. Noy relationship be tweeii exposure to

radiation and nortality from any cause was observed among the PNS population

when compared to the United States white male'•population'. Furthermore, no

excess in leukemia mortality was observed in the radiation exposed population

when compared to the non-radiation exposed employees of PNS."

The report cautions that an insufficient number of years may have elapsed

for most "radiation workers since their initial radiation exposure to permit

manifestation of currently latent cancers. In addition, the number of workers

with radiation exposure at PNS was relatively small^ making the opportunity

for observing a slight excess in mortality very unlikely."

Thus, although these claims of higher risks from the levels described by

3ross, Mancuso, Stewart, Kneale, and Najarian have become the subject of

considerable public debate, examination to date of their work does not support

these claims.
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3. The Neutron Hazard, T-65 Hiroshima Dosimetry

The only potential source of epidemiological data on the carcinogenic

effects of neutron irradiation is the tuiaor registry and mortality data on the

survivors of the atomic bomb explosions in Hiroshima. Other data on high-LET

irradiations, svch as those for underground |iners"expose3-t:b: radon, and the

radium dial painters, represent ait internal exposure to alpha emitters, and do

not relate directly to the problem of external exposure to neutrons. For the

purposes oi" '.his discussion, therefore, the A-bomb survivors data represent

the only potential source of direct radioepidemiological data in a largehuman

population exposed to neutrons, or to any external source of high-LET

radiation.

Interpretations of the Hiroshima neutron data using the "t-65" dosimetry

(14)4 a r e discussed in this section. More recant dosimetric evaluations that

indicate a need for revision of the T-65 dosimetry, and therefore cast doubt

on the earlier and current interpretations of neutron radioepidemiological

data based on these doses, are then discussed in Section 4.

Current discussions of neutron hazards stem principally from recent

interpretations of the T-65 Hiroshima data, largely those of Rossi (15) and

Rossi and Mays (16). The calculations were promptedlargely by the recent

availability of" conversion factors to allow deduction of organ doses from

"kerina in air" (17). The conclusions were drawn that the leukemia and other

cancer risk to radiation workers exposed exclusively to the individual limit

for fast neutrons (5 rem, or 0.5 rads/yr) is "unacceptable high", and in need

of downward revision with "urgency" by means of an increase in the quality

Neutron and gamma "air doses" (actually "kerma in air", at a location
external to the body) developed in 1965 by Dr. Auxier and associates (14),
and used, up to the present.
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factor Q by a factor of about 10. It was added that "no changes seem

necessary (in the limits for)—low-LET radiation, which are conservative". It

was these conclusions that .led to general concern about neutron exposure, and

which prompted the NCRP to issue a statement advising caution in this regard

(18).

In evaluating these conclusions, it is necessary to examine separately

the radiobiology or radioepidemiology involved, and the calculation of the

risk of occupational neutron exposure (see Refs. -19, 20). With respect to the

radioepidemiology, Rossi-Mays limited the direct evaluation of data to those

for leukemia induction (15, 16). The risk coefficient obtained for neutrons,

of about 28 x 10"^ leukemias per person-year-rad (PYR) is not in serious

disagreement with the conclusions of several other authors who looked at the

same data (19-24) (see Fig.. 2 ) . Using the commonly-used low-LET risk

coefficient of 1-2 x 10~6 leukeaias per PYR (4,5, 24-28), an RBE of ~10

(Ref. 24), or at most 15 or 30 would be obtained. Any increase in RBE would

be easily offset by the fact, pointed out by Jones (17) and by Rossi-Mays (15,

16), that a conservative factor of 2 or more derives from the fact that

neutron and gamma doses practically are measured at the body surface, yielding

a neutron dose in depth that is appreciably less than that for gamma rays.

Rather than the usual gaoma ray risk coefficient, however, Rossi-Mays

chose to use exclusively a pure quadratic function and obtained a risk

coefficient for gamma radiationof about 0.3 leukemias per PYR, and an RBE of

~60 at 1 rad (higher at=lowersdoses, lower at higher doses). Their

assumptions about the gamma risk coefficient are contrasted in Fig. 2 with

those usually made, "y, usual value" in the figure represents the "linear, no

threshold" assumption (see also Fig. 1). Rossi-Mays assumed the curve marked

•Z ,^_ _ ^-^.,
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"Y, Sessi-Mays", in whi".h the risk is vanishingly small at very low doses.

Theradibbiologically more correct curye, shown in fig. 1 (28) would, at low

doses, be linear andwould lie between these^ two curves. . •;,"

Thus any disagreement in RBE, oh a scientific or radioepidemiological

basis, lias in a downward revision by, these authors »(15, ,16),of the

generally-accepted (4, 5, 25-27) upper limit risk per rad of low-LET

radiation, and not in any necessarily new or different ̂ expected value of the

risk coefficient for neutrons. Any indicated changes in standards could then

be in the direction of relaxing the absolute gamma exposure limits, and not in

making the neutron limits more restrictive.

Thus the reason for the Rossi-Mays concern about the hazard of neutrons

must be soughtin their second set of assumptions used in calculating neutron

expected incidence, namely in these authors' view of radiation protection

philosophy in general, and specifically in how the 5 rem/yr limit for the

individual is to be interpreted and used. It is generally assumed: (4, 5,

25-27), treated explicitly in tWjs fashion in ICRP 26 and 27 (25, 26), and

backed up by extensive tabulations of actual occupational exposure data for a

number of countries (5), that all individual annual occupational exposure

values fall into a broad spectrum. The distribution is generally log normal

(Figs. 2 and 3)', with the mean at least a factor of 10, and often much greater

than this, below the individual upper annual limit. Further, there is a

similar distribution with respect to years of exposure, with only a very few

individuals with a reported exposure near the individual limit of 5 rem for

more than a year or a few years. Additionally, most receive mixed exposures,

and it would be rare indeed for one individual to,receive only neutron

exposure for even one or a few years, let alone a full 50 years.
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The central philosophy of a radiation protection system based on expected

incidence or risk; (25, 26) lies in the above assumptions, -backedoiUp\iby\ the

large amount of data refetied to 0 ) , of a broad; spectrum of exposure values.

Thus the operational approach is used, with good reason, that if very few

people approach or exceed the individual limit of 5 rem per year, then the

mean to the exposed population will be a factor of 10 or more less than that

limit. The principle of "as low as reasonably achievable" (ALARA) is invoked

to help insure that the broad spectrum and ratio is maintained.,. Serious and

sustained deviations would warrant corrective action. Obviously the expected

incidence in an exposed population depends on the mean dose or dose

equivalent; it is the risk to the individual that depends on the individual's

accumulated exposure. : .'..'-

As opposed to the above widely-used assumptions and procedures,

Rossi-Mays (15, 16) used several, rather extreme assumptions in arriving at

their conclusions. It was first assumed that each exposed individual in the

population of interest receives his or her total exposure limit of 5 rems/yr,

and this in the form of neutrons only. It was then assumed additionally that

each individual in the population receives that entire limiting value (0.5

rads of neutrons), each year throughout a working lifetime of 50 years, for a

total of 25 rads of fast neutrons (250 rem). It was on this basis that the

expected neutron induced excess life span incidence of 10 percent, for all

radiogenic cancers in the population was calculated (an assumption of five

total malignancies per leukemia was made). The excess expected incidence so

calculated is thus a factor of 10 and more higher, on these bases alone, than

would be expected using current tenets of radiation protection.
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In using the maximum instead of the mean dose equivalent, what these

authors in effect did: was. change; the abroach to radiatipri protection: fciractice

used by the NCRP- and made explicit in XCS2 /Publlc^^ 27. Is the

mean dose to be assumed to be well below the maximum limit, arid kept there by

means of ALARA? (the NCRP-ICRP approach). Or is each individual to be allowed

or at least not discouraged from reaching that maximum? If the latter

philosophy is adopted (as did Rossi-Mays), then it should come as no surprise

that a) the incidence so calculated would be a factor of about 10 greater than

that now assumed by NCRP-ICRP, and b) there would be a consequent need to make

the current individual dose equivalent limit much more restrictive if the

current level of "acceptable (expected) incidence" or "acceptable risk" to the

population is to be maintained. Perhaps most important in the present context

is that questions concerning radioepidemiology and radiation protection

philosphy. not; be interminglsd, so that the results of changes introduced in

one can easily be assumed mistakenly to be the result of changes in the other.

The authors made It clear (15, 16) that their assumptions represent a

most unlikely exposure situation.- It is also equally clear•, ho sever, _ that

what these authors actually calculated (15, 16) is the risk to a hypothetical

individual exposed to the extreme limit, and not the expected incidence in any

real population-. No individual has been recorded to have received 5 rem of

any radiation for 50 years (5), let alone one exposed selectively to neutrons

only.

Additional factors that make the Rossi-Mays neutron expected incidence

values excessive relate to the assumed 50 years of maximum exposure and risk

(15, 16), which largely ignores the initial latent period, differing "plateau"

lengths for different tumors, competing risks, and the failure of cancers
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"induced" late inlife_ to become expressed as actual malignancies. The

comblned"'effect' coulSi'Teasily'--aSpune tQirs-factor-of:;4-or more.

Also important is the fact that the authorsv(15v 16) applied their method

and extremely conservative approach to the calculation of the expected excess

lifetime incidence only to neutrons, and not to lqw^LET or other radiations.

This is presumably because they used the pure quadratic relationship for gamma

rays and, as noted above, derived a risk coefficient for the "standard"

low-LET radiation that is substantially below that used by a number of

authoritative groups, including the recent "BEIR III" Committee (27). Had

they applied their approach to low-LET radiationr and used the risk

coefficient of 1 x 10~4 total cancers (and genetic defects) used by the IGRP

(25, 26) and adopted widely, they would have obtained an expected life span

incidence of induced cancers of 2.5 percent (250 rem lifetime dose-equivalent,

times I x 1CT* cancers per rem, times 100) in the same hypothetical population

so exposed. Less conservative risk coefficients could easily increase that

2.5 percent to 5 or more percent. Thus, with equal conservative treatment of

low-LET (and all other radiations), and if the Rossi-Mays method of estimating

lifetime population average exposures were used, one would have equal grounds

for reducing (making more restrictive) the limits for all radiations, and not

just neutrons. * '

From the above it is evident that the high neutron risk perceived by

Rossi-Mays lies principally in their view of radiation protection philosophy

(and specifically, of how to set exposure limits), which is different from

that currently used (25, 26). Relevant also is their personal judgment that

some given anount of induced excess incidence, or "risk", is or is not
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"acceptable".^ involved in addition is their use of a low-LET risk

coefficient substantially lower than?that :generaliy-assumed (e^g., 4, 5,

25-27). It would be advantageous' tô liaveMeacĥ vbfKthese;; .points! as well as the

neutron risk coefficient itself, debated and settled separately, to avoid the

confusion inherent in attempting to deal with all four simultaneously.

The view (15, 16) that an individual exposure (dose equivalent) Unit

should be set such that a very large fraction of, if not all exposed

individuals are allowed to reach that limit appears to be suitable for

pharmacological "threshold" situations, for which a sub-threshold dose limit

can be set below which each and every individual is "completely safe".; It

appears to be unsuited to the stochastic or risk situation, for which there is

assumed to be no level of individual exposure (dose equivalent) that

guarantees "complete safety" to any individual. Hare an expected incidence of

a population effect must be assumed—i.e., an excess incidence of cases in the

exposed population. This excess clearly is determined by the (collective dose

equivalent/size of exposed population), or the Average dose equivalent, and

not by the individual dcse equivalent or risk limit.

The above evaluations should not be construed to mean that either

neutrons or gamma rays are without hazard, or any "less hazardous than

thcugLtt". With* respect to gamma radiation, the evidence is good, for at least

some cancers, that there may well be a linear component of the dose-response

curve at low doses (Fig. 1) for at least the cell induction process, (28), and

that the Rossi-Mays assumption of a "pure quadratic" car.not at present be

substantiated. With respect to neutrons, there is a wealth of animal data

5 The ICRP (25, 26) avoids this judgmental problem by picking the annual 10~*
excess incidence or "risk" on the basis of being comparable to the annual
incidence of severe injury or death widely accepted or tolerated by society
in other, relatively "safe" occupations.
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indicating that, per rad, neutrons ar-e more hazardous than are gamma rays.

The principal point is that the T-65 Hiroshima radioepidemiological data do

not appear in themselves tr> support any claim that neutrons are "much more

hazardous than (generally) thought".

4. Recent Reevaluations of

Hiroshima Dosiiaetry

The process of after-the-fact reconstruction of doses to survivors at

Hiroshima and Nagasaki has understandably been difficult. The evaluations

over a number of years have involved a large amount of investigative work

(14). From time to time the dose estimates were revised, as newer evaluations

and additional dosimetric investigative data became available. In recent

years, the "T-65" kerma doses have been used in evaluations of dose-responsa

relationships, including the recent evaluations of neutron hazards discussed

in Section 2. Recently, however, additional analyses have been made,

principally by two separate groups at the Oak Ridge (29) and Lawrence

Livenaore National Laboratories (30-32), and the results indicate that it may

be necessary to modify the T-65 values that have been used. These analyses

were presented at the Radiation Research Society meeting in Minneapolis in

late May of 1981, and a synopsis of the proceedings will be published shortly

in Radiation Research (33). There appeared to be general agreement at the

meeting that changes in the T-65 values are necessary, that current

re-analyses are incomplete, that additional changes will be made in the coming

months to years, and that it is too early to attempt to revise risk

coefficients in any definitive way. It seems probable that an additional two

years or even more may be required to complete the evaluations. Similar
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overall conclusions were reached at a recent two-day symposium on the

Hiroshima and Nagasaki dosimetry (34).

Initial trends evident in the new analyses, if they hold up when

additional factors are taken into account, would tend to decrease, perhaps

substantially, the contribution of neutrons to 'therMological• ef'feet's..

Unfortunately, a science writer misinterpreted the new data (35), to

indicate that the analyses show a greater risk per rad of gamnra rays than

previously assumed. This erroneous interpretation is due largely to the

assumption that, if neutrons were found not to contribute significantly to the

effect, then the effect/rad for thei gamma contribution.'--to t^e dose, must gb up

substantially. Ignored was the fact that the absolute amount of gamma

increases, largely offsettingthe effect of the reduced neutron contribution.

The error was corrected in later letters to the editor, by the authors of the

original revision reports, and by others (32, 36). If the current trends do

hold up, the net effect may well be to bolster confidence in the low-LET risk

coefficients, with no significant change in risk coefficients at low doses

over those already used. Withrespect-to=iieutronTeffects, the-contribution of

neutrons may be so low as to preclude" effectively:the use-of; the Hiroshima

data as a reliable source of cancer risk coefficients, and RBE values, for

neutrons. It might still be possible to calculate neutron risk coefficients

and RBE values. The calculation, however, involves the difference between two

relatively large numbers, the uncertainty in either one of which probably

exceeds the difference. Thus the limits of uncertainty would be so large that

defensible use of the values so generated would be precluded.

In overall summary of potential human radioepidemiologicai data on

external neutrons, there are none other than those from Hiroshima, for which

the dosimetry is currently undergoing reevaluation. If present trends
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continue, the neutron contribution nay be too small to permit the estimation

of reliable risk coefficients and RBE values. Thus i t may be necessary to

rely exclusively on animal data, to evaluate the risk of external

neutronexposures of human beings.

5. The Utah Fallout; the "Hatch Bill"

In the Lyon et a l . study (37), of the possible effects of fallout

radiations in Utah, the association between leukemia mortality and fallout was

limited solely to children 10-14 years of age. There was no effect seen in

the children 0-4 and similarly no effect seen in children 5-9. This is most

surprising since the age of peak incidence of childhood leukemia is 4-5, and

presumably younger children are more sensitive than older. This association

could easily be an artifact resulting from insufficinet leukemia cases to

establish adequate controls. Thus, in Lyon's control group for southern Utah

aales 10-14 years of age (1944-1950 and 1959-1975) there were no leukemia

cases; the control mortality rate used by Lyon was zero (0). Among Utah

females in southern counties the total control was established on the basis of

one case in the 1944-1950 control cohort. There are thus three serious

problems in Lyon's use of: (1) inconsistent age-specific associations;

(2) aberrant control rates; and (3) truncated cohort controls. These problems

have led to the anomalous and weak data, i . e . , mortality rates for children

ages 10-14, being overwhelmingly important in Lyon's analysis. A positive

association here is especially weak, in view of the negative findings in the

younger and presumably more sensitive group.

I t is also curious that there has been no apparent evidence of thyroid

involvement in the Utah study, particularly in view of the prominence of this

finding in other studies on human populations exposed to fallout radiations
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(38). Even were there a clear-cut excess cancer incidence in the Utah

population studied, no conclusions about risk coefficients (i.e., incidence

per rad) could be drawn at present because of the poorly-known doses involved.

In the Lyon study, more remarkable than the reported positive

association, is the extent to which the authors discuss difficulties in

reaching conclusions from their data. Also, in the same issue of the same

journal, with a highlighted reference to it on the first page of the Lyons

article, are invited comaents by Land entitled, "The Hazards of Fallout or of

Epidemiological Research?" (39). Land additionally emphasizes the

difficulties of drawing conclusions from the Lyons report with respect to

low-level radiation effects. Nonetheless, only the (weak) apparently-positive

associations have been widely quoted to the total exclusion of the extensive

caveats provided.

In connection with the claims of_fallout-induced excess cancer rates in

Utah and elsewhere, the "Radiation Exposure Compensation Act of 1981" has been

introduced into the Senate (40). The key feature of the bill is in effect

that, for any individual developing certain types of cancer and who was

presumably exposed to the Nevada fallout, there will be, with no reference to

dose magnitude, " — a legal presumption that the disease was caused by fallout

radiation from government testing or from uranium exposures". Monetary awards

up to a limit would be granted. The writer of the bill appears to accept

completely a cause-effect relationship between rh? fallout radiation and some

unspecified number of induced cancers (e.g., "—many of these <taiericans have

died from diseases precipitated by the fallout; many others are ill"). The

bill is accordingly replete with loaded adjectives to give the impression that

the fallout has in fact caused a major public health problem.
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The significance of the bill is broad and deep, since individual

compensation is assumed where cause and effect relationships cannot be

established, where the probability or risk is extremely low, and where neither

the dosimetry nor the numbers exposed were adequate to demonstrate a single

excess cancer in the population. Every individual anywhere is of course

exposed to radiation during- any period: of his or her life, some of which could

be construed to be "man made". The obvious and logical extension of the bill,

then, is that any individual who develops a cancer of the type presumed in tha

bill to be of radiogenic origin, has excellent grounds for requesting and

receiving monetary "compensation" no matter how small the dose (equivalent)

and corresponding risk may be. The principle could not logically be confined

to "low-level radiation1* exposure*

.'-..'"The central legal problem concerning these rare event phenomena for which

cause and effect relationships involving human health were addressed as early

as 1959 by Samuel Estep (41), as follows:

.; c®rt^inly; one of vthe; most interesting and also difficult legal as-
pects -of ̂the-use^ofr-atomic-renergy"arises from the fact pointed out
in Dr. Bond's paper (presented earlier); i.e., at the present time
in many if not most cases one cannot with confidence draw firm con-
clusions as to whether or=not there is a causal connection between a
specific overexposure to radiation.and a particular injury to a giv-
en ;;person. r; :This3problem of proof pervades" nearly all of the legal ^ ...
problems which will arise in tapping the energy of the atomic nuc- ' T
leus and Vill,be present whether the case arises under workmen's
compensationf;of|negligence concepts. Nevertheless, other difficult
legal; questions imust also: be answered in both fields if the legal '••'
profession is -/to, ihandle adequately the absorption of this new tech- :
nological'development into our society. For the first time our pro-
fession;">has;---OT--~ppportunity to be architects and not repairmen in
dealing with a new scientific development. We should not wait too

:" long, as we did in the-case of industrial injuries.

Unfortunately that challenge seems not to have been addressed

definitively by the:..legal, profession. An-Interagency Task Force has, however-

offered, a .good' discussion of the thorny issues involved (42).
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6. The BEIR III Report

This report (27), like its predecessor (4), is a detailed and useful

compendium of data on the genetic and carcinogenic effects of radiation. It

also contains useful commentaries on the nethodology involved in several

"low-level radiation" studies that have figured in the radiation controversy.

Some aspects of the report have been rather strongly criticized (43).

With respect to: a; principal conclusion-"* "test estimate'• for the risk

coefficient for all cancers from exposure to low^level, low^LET radiation—a

wida variety of different assumptions were used, with a corresponding wide

range of possible values. Further, there were sharp differences among

committee members on the interpretation of human radioepidemiological data,

with one view championed apparently by Dr. Radford, the other by Dr. Rossi.

Dr. Radford in essence held to the "linear, no-threshold hypothesis", shown

schematically as the curve marked "Y, usual value" in Fig. 2. Rossi, on the

other hand, held out for the "pure quadratic", the curve marked "y,

Rbssi^-Mays", in: Fig. 2. As a compromise position, the linear term of a ^^ -

"linear quadratic", curve axD (see Fig. 1), was adopted- The slope actually

used appears to be something less than 1 x 10"4 total cancers per person-rad

of iow-LET radiation, a value somewhat greater than a factor of 2 below that

adopted by BEIR 1 (4), and about equal to the 1 x 1CT4 value assumed by

UNSCZAR (5) and by the ICR? (25). Mainly on the basis of animal dose

magnitude and "dose rate" studies, NC3P Committee 40 concluded at about the

same time (28) that;-depending;^h tumor type, a factor of 2 to 10 less than

the BEIR I estimates would be appropriate. No factor was supplied for all

tumors combined. A maximum factor of 5 for all tumors other than breast had

been assumed earlier in the large Reactor Safety Study (44).
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In summary then, the aajor conclusions of 8EIR III l ie well within the

bounds of those arrived at earlier by other authoritative evaluative groups.

7. Hormesis

The terms hbrmology, hormesis and horaone all derive in part from the

Greek word hormo, to excite, and honnesis is related to the so-called

Arndt-Schul2 law, "stEall doses of poisons are stimulating". As used in

radiation, hormesis refers to the hypothesis that "low-level" radiation is

actually beneficial to health, while "high-level" radiation is harmful.

A great deal of work (45) supports the thesis for- a number of physical,

chemical and biological potentially-harmful agents. Also, there are several

well-done radiation studies on small mammals indicating that long-term

low-level radiation exposure ( i . e . , a dose in the many tens of rads, but

delivered over months) saay actually extend the mean life span, but not the

maximum, by a small amount (e.g*, Ref. 46). Presumably small amounts may

stimulate repair, recovery or other defense mechanisms that can counterbalance

small -incrementsidf liijury.

The"flaw In; extending7the?thesist to: all conditions and effects of

radiation exposure l ies in the fundamental differences in the ;kind iand

aechanismsofpbtehtial effects of concern for low-level radiation (LLR)

exposure vs. high-level radiation exposure-(HLR). The concern with HLR is

with "non-stochastic''-C25) organ effects, which result from multicalluiar

injury and death. These effects are cumulative if the; dose;rate is high

enough, and are "threshold" in that a large dose (many tens of rads) even at

high dose rates, and more at low dose rates, are required for a non-zero

fraction of exposed individuals to show the "all-or-none" effect of interest .
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With this kind of cumulative organ effect, defense mechanisms such as repair

and recovery (from cell injury or depletion) may well play a role in

ameliorating injury, and therefore raising the threshold for an all-or-none

effect.

The only effects of LLR generally considered serious enough for concern,

however, are possible mutagenesis and carcinogenesis. The initial event for

genetic effects, and probably for several types of cancer, is a single cell

effect (i.e., one appearing in the cell actually dosed, and its progeny).

These effects, with LLR, are induced by stochastic processes (i.e., random

charged particle-cell interactions constituting independent events and

resulting in linear kinetics), and are "all-or-none" and non-cumulative in

character. Thus an exposed cell either does or does not manifest the

all-or-none change (i.e., external or internal defense mechanisms such as

repair play a minimal or no role, as they do with tnultihit, cumulative

processes seen with HLR). Thus, while hormesis in the context of LLR cannot

be ruled out, there is no demonstration that such a process prevents either of

the two all-or-none single cell effects of concern, or reduces the incidence.

Hence it is most unlikely that hormesis has any significant ameliorating

effect on potential mutagenesis or carcinogenesis from LLR.

8. "Negative" Mouse Genetic Studies**

"Fitness", as a population geneticist would employ the tern is a measure

of survival value, reproductive capability, or adaptive value in comparison to

the norm. If the normal population characteristics for reproductive

performance (number of offspring, survival of offspring, duration of

extracted from Grahn, D., Late Effects of Radiation-Genetic Changes.
Proceedings. Radiation and Its Effects, Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory,
NM, October 1980. To be published.
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ferti l i ty, interval between births, st i l lbirth rates, e t c ) are arbitrarily"

set at 1.00, then decrements from thenorm are a measure of reduced "fitness""

due to the selection pressure, s, against the carrier that is associated with

the action of a new mutation. Thus, fitness in the exposed population would

be (1-s) and ,,'s1 would measure the selective disadvantage of the mutation or

the probability of i ts failure to be transmitted to the next generation.

Studies on mouse populations wherein each generation was exposed to

radiation at sublethal dose levels have not been able to identify a persistent

accrual of detrimental mutations. A long term study at Los Alamos Scientific

Laboratory (LASL), that has extended to over several tens of generations of -

exposure to-200 rads/generation, has given mixed results (47). Between 5 and

25 generations, tests of fitness were generally positive in that some small

radiation induced decrement was observed in classical reproductive performance

tests. This seems to have disappeared in later generations, though there is a

persistent reduction in the duration of reproductive l i f e .

-The difficulty with much of the test data to date is that they have

.relied upon the traditional rather general indicators of fitness. These tend _

to be statistically noisy and therefore preclude clear-cut measures of reduced

fitness. In addition, full-sib inbreeding has often been maintained, which

-.will quickly eliminate new mutants. Most mutations may be acting as dominant

lethals and thus have no accrual rate. Sterility and reduced fertility also ~

act to purge the populations of Induced chromosomal damage. Therefore, only

recessive detrimental mutations may be accumulating. This will continue until

about: ten generations have passed, after which a new genetic equilibrium

should be reached. The effect of accrued detrimentals may be small and may .

tend to be lost or smothered by the stabilizing or stochastic forces of the
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animals' reproductive and general physiology, especially in litter-bearing

animals.

Tentatively, at least, most geneticists consider the question of induced

mutation for mutants affecting fitness in mammals to remain moot. Studies to

date with mammals are deficient as compared to studies with Drosophila,

wherein clear evidence for the induction of detrimental mutants has been

developed. For this reason, predictions of human genetic risk for complex,

multigenic traits, that are comparable to the animal geneticists' fitness

characteristics, continue to be uncertain.

Research carried out under the auspices of the U.S. Dept. of Energy.
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